
FIGURE 5.1 Location of the claustrum and the putamen in the monkey brain. Top: Image of the money cerebral
cortex, provided by Mark Pinsk, Princeton University. Vertical line shows the plane of the slice shown at
bottom. Bottom: Drawing of a slice through the brain showing the structures hidden beneath the cortex.

Charlie gave the go-ahead and we began our experiment with the help of another researcher in
the lab, Hillary Rodman. This experiment was a good early lesson to me in how science works.
Everything you believe turns out to be wrong. Nothing goes as expected. And you need to keep
your eyes open because interesting discoveries are always lying out in the open, waiting for
someone to notice them—someone who isn’t blinded by prior expectation. Science succeeds
only if you are adaptable to the data.

We never did find good results in the claustrum. The neurons didn’t behave themselves. They
didn’t respond crisply to sensory stimuli. Or if they did, we didn’t have the right stimuli for
them. To this day, the claustrum remains a scientific mystery. But we couldn’t help noticing
some interesting neurons in a nearby, large brain area that our electrode often skimmed through
as we tried to reach the smaller target of the claustrum. The putamen (shown in Figure 5.1) was
such a chunky structure, so easy to hit, that we got more data from it than from the claustrum.
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FIGURE 5.2 Typical sensory responses of peripersonal neurons. One neuron responded to a touch on the left
side of the face around the eye (shaded area shows the region responsive to touch) and to the sight of objects
near the left side of the face (boxed area shows the visually responsive region). Another neuron responded to a
touch on the left arm and hand and to the sight of objects in the space near the hand.

These multisensory neurons had three key properties.
First, the tactile responses were astonishingly sensitive. Touch one hair, barely bend it, and

you’d trigger a fierce volley of activity in the neuron. In retrospect, maybe we should have
known that these neurons constituted a warning system. They were shouting, “Yow! Something
just touched me there!”

Second, only neurons with a tactile receptive field that included the face, the arms, or the
upper torso had a visual response. Neurons with a tactile receptive field confined to the legs or
the tail never had a visual response, at least that we could find. It is possible that the sphinx
posture of the monkey on the table contributed to that finding. Visual information was attached
to the parts of the body that were close to or in the animal’s field of view.

Third, the visual response closely matched the location of the tactile response. If the neuron
responded to touching the left cheek, it would respond to the sight of an object in the space near
the left cheek. If it responded to touching the top of the head, it would respond to the sight of
objects in the upper space near the forehead. The response was especially strong to objects
moving toward the body on a collision course with the tactile receptive field. If we positioned the
ping-pong ball far away from the body and then brought it slowly closer, the neuron would fire
off signals at a faster and faster rate as the ball approached, and then fire in a final frenzy of
activity as the ball touched the fur. If we covered the animal’s eyes as a sanity check, of course,
we’d get no response at all as the ball approached, and the same frenzy of activity as the ball
made contact with the fur.

By systematically moving the ping-pong ball around the animal we could plot a visually
responsive region for each neuron. That responsive region, or visual receptive field, was a
volume like an inflated balloon glued to the body surface, jutting into personal space. For some
neurons, the balloon was small. The neuron responded only if an object moved within a few
centimeters of the skin. For other neurons, the balloon was much larger, extending outward half a
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FIGURE 5.3 The peripersonal network in the monkey brain. A: Lobes of the cerebral cortex. B: Some areas in
the cortex with peripersonal neurons. VIP stands for ventral intraparietal and is buried in a fold of the cortex.
Image of monkey cortex provided by Mark Pinsk, Princeton University. C: Diagram of some of the
connections of the peripersonal network.
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FIGURE 6.1 Some movement control areas of the monkey cerebral cortex. The black oval indicates the
approximate location of the polysensory zone in which visual and tactile peripersonal neurons were
concentrated. PM = premotor cortex; PMDc = premotor, dorsal, caudal, also sometimes called field 2 or F2;
PMDr = premotor, dorsal, rostral, also sometimes called F7; PMVc = premotor, ventral, caudal, also
sometimes called F4; PMVr = premotor, ventral, rostral, also sometimes called F5.

Roughly in the center of the motor cortex lies a cluster of neurons that have dual, tactile, and
visual responses. As I noted in Chapter 5, these sensory neurons were first discovered in the
early 1980s by Rizzolatti and his colleagues.1,2,3 I studied them in the 1990s as a researcher in
Dr. Gross’s lab.4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12 The neurons were controversial from the start, because what are
sensory responses doing in the motor cortex? In traditional neuroscience, sensory responses are
in the back half of the brain and movement control is in the front half.

To get a better handle on the multisensory neurons, we did a survey of that cortical region in a
group of monkeys.11Figure 6.2 shows the result for one monkey who was typical of the group.
The cluster of tactile and visual neurons sprawled right in the middle of the traditional motor
cortex map. We called it the “polysensory zone.” It isn’t really a discrete area because it frays out
at the edges. It looks like bees clustered around a hive. It’s as if the similar functional properties
of these neurons drew them magnetically together during the self-organizing development of the
cortex. In cartoon form it’s convenient to draw a circle on the brain and say, there, that’s the
municipality. But the underlying reality is more complicated.
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FIGURE 6.2 The polysensory zone as measured in one monkey. Its exact location can vary slightly from one
individual to the next. The motor cortex is located between two cortical folds (see Figure 6.1). Every point
indicates a tested site in the cortex. Black squares indicate sites where the polysensory, visual, and tactile
responses of peripersonal neurons were found. (Adapted from Graziano and Gandhi [2000].11)

I’ll describe one particular neuron as an example. We isolated its signal with the electrode and
then began to test its properties. First we put on the monkey’s reverse Batman—the felt strip that
covered the eyes. At the same time, we gave him a few raisins. He had long since learned to be
patient with the procedure. Then we stroked his fur until we found the location of the tactile
receptive field on the body. This neuron responded on the left side of the snout. It had a massive
response. The clicking of the neuron rose from a baseline of perhaps one or two spikes per
second to about a hundred per second. It sounded like an explosion over our loudspeaker.

The neuron was sensitive to direction. If we gently touched a Q-tip to the fur, we evoked a
brief response. If we stroked the Q-tip from the center of the face toward the ear, the neuron went
crazy, responding at its highest level. If we reversed and stroked the Q-tip back toward the center
of the face, abruptly the response stopped and the neuron went silent. If we stroked up toward the
eye or down toward the mouth, we evoked a weak response, perhaps about twenty clicks per
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FIGURE 6.3 Schematic illustration of the overlapping visually responsive regions for many peripersonal
neurons. Although the peripersonal mechanism emphasizes the space near the body, some neurons also
monitor more distant space.

The near space, within reaching distance, is heavily represented by about 95 percent of the
neurons. More distant space, out to many meters if not farther (the size of our room limited the
experiment), is thinly represented by only about five percent of the neurons. In general, cells that
monitored a small tactile zone on a specific part of the body also monitored a small visual zone
restricted to the space near the body. Cells that monitored a large tactile zone that covered most
or all of the body tended to have a large visual zone that extended out as far as we could test.
Many authors have incorrectly described the peripersonal mechanism in the brain as strictly
limited to reaching distance, a simplification that may have biased people’s intuitions about the
functional use of these neurons. In reality, the mechanism greatly emphasizes the space near the
body but processes distant space as well.

In retrospect, I wish I had studied smell. One of the most vivid ways we judge intrusions into
personal space is by smell (especially body odor). I’m reminded of a fabulous and
underappreciated novel, The Sunlight Dialogues, by John Gardner.13 The Sunlight Man was a
magician with an uncanny habit of appearing near you without warning. You knew he was in the
room only because his terrible smell would suddenly overwhelm you. You’d turn around and see
him lounging in a nearby chair. But odorants are difficult to control, especially if the key variable
in the experiment is spatial location, so perhaps it’s just as well that we didn’t try to waft odors at
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FIGURE 6.4 Activity of a peripersonal neuron with a tactile response on the face and a visual response near the
face. The bar graphs show the activity of the neuron in spikes per second (S/S) during the half-second period
when the visual stimulus (a ping-pong ball) was moved toward the head. Regardless of where the monkey was
looking (Fixation Point A, B, or C), the neuron responded best when the visual stimulus loomed near the tactile
receptive field on the left cheek. When the head was facing forward, the visual response was greatest to
trajectory 2. When the head was rotated 15 degrees to the right, the visual response was greatest to trajectory 3.
Moving the arm had no effect on the visual response. (Adapted from Graziano et al. [1997].6)

The monkey was trained to look at a small, dim light for a few seconds at a time. If he did so,
he was rewarded with a squirt of apple juice. We had three lights in front of the monkey, and
depending on which one we lit up, we could instruct him to look in one direction or another—to
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FIGURE 6.5 Activity of a peripersonal neuron with a tactile response on the arm and a visual response near the
arm. The bar graphs show the activity of the neuron in spikes per second (S/S) during the half-second period
when the visual stimulus (a ping-pong ball) was moved toward the body. Regardless of where the monkey was
looking (Fixation Point A, B, or C), the neuron responded best when the visual stimulus loomed near the tactile
receptive field on the arm. When the arm was on the right, the visual response was greatest to trajectory 4.
When the arm was moved to the left, the visual response was greatest to trajectory 3. Rotating the head had no
effect on the visual response. (Adapted from Graziano et al. [1997].6)

Then we used René Descartes to move the ping-pong ball toward the monkey along four
trajectories. In this case, the neuron responded best during trajectory 4, the one that approached
closest to the neuron’s tactile receptive field on the arm. Whether the monkey looked at light A,
B, or C made no difference. Whether the monkey’s head was angled to the left or right made no
difference. But if the arm was moved, then the response changed. When we shifted the arm
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FIGURE 7.1 The motor homunculus in the human brain, from Penfield and Rasmussen.18 A slice through the
motor cortex is shown. Each point in the motor cortex was electrically stimulated and the evoked muscle
twitch was noted. Although each cortical point could activate many muscles, a rough body plan could be
discerned. (From Penfield and Rasmussen. The Cerebral Cortex of Man. © 1950 Gale, a part of Cengage
Learning, Inc. Reproduced by permission.)

Now I need to introduce one tiny, crucial detail. Sometimes in science the most absurdly small
item can have the biggest impact, upsetting the grandest of theories. In this story of motor cortex,
that crucial little detail turned out to be the length of time that the electrical stimulation was
applied to the cortex. The traditional method involved extremely brief stimulation—as brief as
possible.16 In the early experiments, such as the dog experiments of Fritsch and Hitzig,15 the
static electricity excited the neurons only in that infinitesimal first moment, the onset of the
discharge. In later experiments, when a high-frequency train of electrical pulses was applied to
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a different spot in the cortex and triggering a different, equally complex, equally recognizable
action. Nothing like it should have been possible.

Figure 7.2 shows a cartoon summary of the results from many years of
experiments.28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37 The most common, characteristic actions in the monkey’s
repertoire were laid out in zones on the motor cortex. These broad categories pretty well matched
the monkey’s natural behavior, as we found when we took a video camera to the zoo and to an
island of wild monkeys.

 

FIGURE 7.2 Action zones in the motor cortex of the monkey. Seven categories of movement that were
commonly evoked when the cortex was electrically stimulated on an extended, behaviorally relevant timescale.
(Adapted from Graziano [2008].16)

Our map of actions was initially controversial. Researchers in the motor cortex field did not
want to believe anything we had found, and I understand their horror. Exceptional claims require
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FIGURE 8.1 Areas in the cerebral cortex of the monkey involved in reaching (parietal reach region and dorsal
premotor cortex), in protecting a margin of safety (ventral intraparietal area and polysensory zone) and in
shaping the hand for grasping (anterior intraparietal area and area F5). Image of monkey cortex provided by
Mark Pinsk, Princeton University.

Perhaps the brain computes many kinds of sensory space near the body, each emphasizing a
different type of action: a space for reaching, a space for grasping, a space for buffering the self
against collision, a space for guiding eye movements, a space for guiding walking or running. No
doubt these many types of space interact. The networks in the brain that compute these spaces
may engage in some crosstalk, but the different networks appear to emphasize fundamentally
different categories of action. This view of multiple spaces represented in the brain, each one
tuned to the demands of a specific kind of action, was described particularly clearly by Carol
Colby.26 The peripersonal neurons—the particular neurons that have a tactile response so
sensitive that it can be triggered by bending a single hair, and a visual response that is strongest
to objects near and looming toward the body—these neurons seem to be tuned specifically to a
protective function.

How could the peripersonal neurons be limited to a simple flinch reflex?
Answer 2: It’s no simple reflex.
Peripersonal neurons are not flinch neurons. They’re more like margin-of-safety neurons.

Flinching is a tiny fraction of their complex operating range.
When the peripersonal neurons are revved up at two hundred spikes per second by our intense

stimulation, the result is a massive, recognizable defensive reaction. But that is an extreme. It
shows the system at one end of its operating range. If we reduce the intensity of the stimulation,
the defensive reaction becomes weaker, slower, until at low intensity the stimulation produces no
overt behavior at all. We stimulate and the arm lies still. But the stimulation can still warp
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FIGURE 9.1 The peripersonal network in the human brain. Most studies of the processing of peripersonal space
in the human brain show centers of activity in the posterior parietal cortex and the ventral premotor cortex.
These two cortical regions may correspond to two areas originally discovered in the monkey brain: area VIP in
the parietal lobe and the polysensory zone in the motor cortex. The human peripersonal network probably
contains many more brain areas, including subcortical structures, but has not yet been fully mapped.

One of the myths perpetrated on the general public about neuroscience is that you can stick
someone in a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) scanner, give them a task, and see
which spots in the brain light up. The truth is a bit more complicated. The brain is a constant roil
of activity. If you find activity in one location at one time, that by itself is not usually
meaningful. Instead, you’re always comparing two conditions to determine if a brain region is
more active in one condition than in the other. Unless the experiment is thoughtfully designed,
the results can be hard to interpret.

For example, in an experiment by Tamar Makin and her colleagues,84 a volunteer lies in the
bed of the scanner and a visual stimulus, a moving ball, looms into the space near the body. In
Condition 1, the participant’s hand is near the looming ball. In Condition 2, the hand is placed
farther from the ball. The visual stimulus is the same, but its proximity to the hand has changed.
Of course, much of the brain will respond to the visual stimulus, but do any brain areas respond
more in Condition 1 than in Condition 2? If so, then those brain areas may contain peripersonal
neurons tuned to the space near the hand. This particular experiment reveals that when the hand
is near the ball, activity is greater in a range of brain areas including part of the parietal lobe,
possibly corresponding to area VIP, and part of the frontal lobe, possibly corresponding to the
polysensory zone.

Here’s another elegant experiment.88 A volunteer lies in the scanner. On some trials an air puff
stimulates the face. On other trials a visual stimulus looms toward the face. Although many areas
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